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This demo paper showcases haptic techniques for browsing sound
maps organized by content-based similarity. Our system Freesound
Tracker forks the Freesound Explorer application inside a web
browser augmented with haptic capabilities using the Chai3d li-
brary that we modified to support Haply haptic devices, ours con-
figured with a 2-DOF pantograph mechanism. A first technique en-
hances the exploratory navigation of sound maps by adding phys-
ical effects, such as: magnetizing the pointer to its closest sound
item, rendering viscosity when hovering items. A second technique
assists loop-based musical creation by having user-defined sound
paths followed by the force-feedback pointing device.

MOTIVATION

CONTEXT
Our research lies in a subset of the field of haptics for information vi-sualization [4] focusing on multimedia data, in our case sound mate-rial. Sound designers either record foley sounds or rely on pre-recordedmaterial to compose soundtracks. In both cases, they need to searchand browse their collection of sounds during their composition. State-of-the-art solutions for sound collection browsing combine text-basedsearch using queries on tags and metadata, with content-based explo-ration of sounds displayed in maps using audio features extracted fromthe sounds, so as for instance to display files that sound similar inthe same visual neighborhoods. With this demo, we expore the designspace on how haptic feedback can support sound collection browsingand sequencing.
INTERACTION DESIGN
We propose two haptic techniques for browsing sound maps organizedby similarity. 1) We enhance the exploratory navigation of sound mapsby adding physical effects, such as: magnetizing the pointer to its clos-est sound item, rendering viscosity when hovering sounds. 2) We as-sist loop-based musical creation by having user-defined sound pathsfollowed by the force-feedback pointing device.
IMPLEMENTATION

COMPONENTS
Our system reuses off-the-shelf opensource and openhardware tech-nologies. For organizing sound samples maps by content-based simi-larity, we forked the Freesound Explorer [3] that we can run off-the-gridwith local servers. For providing force feedback interaction, we used theHaply development kit [2] set up with the 2-DOF Pantograph mechanism[5]. For rendering force feedback effects, we used the Chai3d library [1].
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Figure 1: Freesound Tracker with haptic controls tab and sound path

CONTRIBUTIONS

We developed a C++ API for communicating with Haply devices1. Weadded two contributions to the Chai3d library2: 1) we integrated the sup-port of Haply devices and 2) we implemented the chai3djs bindings tomirror the haptic scenegraph (Chai3d SceneManager programmed inC++) in parallel with the visual scenegraph (Document Object Modelprogrammed in JavaScript with React). We embedded Freesound Ex-plorer and chai3djs inside a web application using Electron, to bypasssecurity- and architecture-related limitations from web browsers whenimplementing device communication and web extensions 3.
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